
Jews think they are something special ...




For the record - I was raised Jewish - sort of. My parents are Jewish - sort of - in name only. Much like the followers of
any other religion of people who identify with a religion because of ancestry rather than actually believing and practicing
something. I remember back when I was 5 years old being forced to study the old testament and thinking - no way in hell
does this make sense. Having said that - Judaism is perhaps one of the least stupid of the stupid religions in that they
aren't out beating on your door like the Christians do wanting to know if you know Moses. But come on! Judaism is based
on ancient bullshit and it's time to give it up and move on. 

Judaism is a stagnant religion that is stuck in the past.


Judaism is one of the world's oldest religions. The oldest one in terms of religions who created a knowledge tree that still
exists today. There are other religions that are older - but forgotten - because they failed to create a knowledge tree.
Judaism is the predecessor to Christianity who took a bad idea and made it worse. 




Judaism is a prime example of what happens when you fail to admit that you're beliefs are just plain wrong. In it's day,
5000 years ago, Judaism represented state of the art thinking. They had the most advanced Tree of Knowledge on the
planet. It represented the best of human understanding at that time. The problem is - their ego got in the way. God had
chosen them - the Bible was the holy word of God - who can never be wrong. Their knowledge tree became frozen and
as time progressed - it's real apparent that these beliefs are ridiculous in the context of current scientific thinking. But the
Jews and their derivative religions stick with it because if they start changing things - then they have to admit that Jews
are just people like everyone else and that there's nothing special about being a Jew. But they are too arrogant to face
reality - and they remain frozen in time. 
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